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Thank you so much for inviting us to this conference – we’re very happy to be here. As some of you may remember, I gave a short presentation on RESILIENCE last year during the online conference. Much has happened since then, and my colleague and me are looking forward to bringing you up to date with everything. 



1. Update: what/why RESILIENCE?
2. RESILIENCE for BETH:

1. RESILIENCE TNA
2. ReIReSearch
3. How to Participate

3. Poll and discussion
4. Q&A

Overview 
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As you can see, we’ve left quite some room for a discussion at the end. RESILIENCE is built on input from users, so we are counting on you for some feedback, suggestions, and questions. 



• A unique, interdisciplinary and stimulating research infrastructure for 
all Religious Studies,

• building a high-performance platform, 
• supplying evolving tools, services, and (big) data to scholars from all 

disciplines which encounter religion in its diachronical and synchronical
variety.

What is RESILIENCE?
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A research infrastructure facilitates research: it is a not a research project, but a research-enabling structure, allowing researchers to access, collect, transform, enhance, deepen, and secure their research and data. In the same way that a city’s infrastructure serves the city, RESILIENCE aims to serve the Religious Studies community in Europe. 



Why Research Infrastructures: ESFRI
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Our vision is an ecosystem of excellent 
Research Infrastructures broadly enabling
ground-breaking research. An advanced and

integrated system of Research 
Infrastructures provides crucial services for
researchers and innovators, thus enabling

the generation of scientific knowledge
underpinning our capacity to respond to

major societal challenges.
- ESFRI Chair, Jan Hrušák
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ESFRI: - European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures. Research Infrastructures are being created for a wide variety of disciplines: sociology, the Einstein telescope, Holocaust Studies, cultural heritage, marine studies, Big Data, neuroscience and many more. We believe that it is crucial for Theology and Religious Studies to become a part of this growing pan-European research momentum. 



• Increased need for mutual understanding, in which 
religious studies scholars play a crucial role

• Knowledge as a shared response to issues related 
to religious diversity inside and outside of Europe

• Religious studies as a comprehensive domain, 
interconnecting many disciplines

• Improved multidisciplinary and transparent 
research using domain standards and FAIR access 
to data

Why a Research Infrastructure 
for Religious Studies?
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So why do we need an RI for Religious Studies? The over-arching answer is that Religious Studies needs to play a role, and have a voice, at the European level as much as at national, local, and institutional levels. 



Future
• Becoming the main European research 

infrastructure for all Religious Studies
• Providing fast and high-quality access to 

research data on religion
• Serving the scholarly community of Religious 

Studies
• Constructing junctions of excellent research on 

religion as well as centers for information and 
studies for the wider public

RESILIENCE: Main 
Goals
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Given this need for a research infrastructure for religious studies, these are the goals which RESILIENCE has formulated for itself in the long run. 



2014-2020

2026-2033
2034-2053

2054-2055
DESIGN
Definition of the 

scientific case 
Mapping of the 

community 
Engagement with 

governments

OPERATION
Starting 2034: 100% services 
available

PREPARATION
Organisational entities set-up

Some services are already 
available in a basic form. IMPLEMENTATION

2030: 33% of the  services is ready
The remaining 67% is fully operational 
before the end of 2033      

TERMINATION
Decomissioning

PRE-PREPARATION
Proof of concept activities
User engagement/feedback
Set up of working groups
Support from the EC until  December 
2021

2020-2021

2026

2021-2025

Consortium ERIC

What’s our timeline?
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Completed the pre-preparation phase in 2021: working groups, proof of concept activites, user engagement and user feedback. Entered the ESFRI 2021 Roadmap, succesfully entering the Preparation Phase. Main aim: to become an ERIC, a European Research Infrastructure Consortium. This is a legal framework which allows for far more financial, legal, and political opportunities within the European political landscape. Received a grant from the European Commission of 3.9 million euros to prepare RESILIENCE for the implementation phase: developing services, further engaging users/user feedback, measuring impact, and developing dissemination and communication. 



• New members: 
• CINECA Consorzio Interuniversitario

(Italy)
• Bar Ilan University (Israel)

RESILIENCE 
Consortium
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The consortium has remained largely the same (Leibniz has left), with two new members. CINECA brings with it a trove of data and IT expertise, and Bar Ilan is one of the largest public research universities in Israel, with a unique expertise in Advanced Torah Studies. 



Services
Work packages: Sustainability (1), User requirements 
(3), Communication and Dissemination (4), Impact (4), 
Project Management (6)

WP 2 – Developing Services
• Preparing IT Services
• Data Management Services
• TNA Physical and Digital Collections
• Training Services

KU Leuven in RESILIENCE
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RESILIENCE consists of six work packages: 1) Sustainability (enlargement + funding), 2) Services, 3) Requirements, 4) Communication and Dissemination, 5) Impact, and 6) Project Management. Why we, as KU Leuven, are here: responsible for the work package services. As representatives of the European Theological Libraries, BETH represents a major possible user group for the services RESILIENCE would like to offer. In what follows we will first update you on the two services that are already (partially) running: TNA and ReIReSearch. However, I would like to take this chance as well to hear from you: what kind of services and tools would be of use to you? 



RESILIENCE 
TNA
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What is Transnational Access (TNA)? 
Aims: 
1. To facilitate and foster easy access to sources, resources, expertise and services for 
researchers in Religious Studies in Europe.
2. To create a network of TNA hosts and TNA Scholars for dissemination and networking 
purposes

How?
Through a single access point facilitated by RESILIENCE 

Who is this for? 
TNA Scholar: Religion Studies scholars at all stages of their careers; policy makers; GLAM 
professionals
TNA Host: Archives, Libraries, Collections and other Religious studies institutions. 



The role of RESILIENCE TNA is a facilitating one, benefiting both host and 
applicant, supported by RESILIENCE’s professional network.

• Gives you direct and effective access of collections to scholars 

• Gives you instructions and aid to make efficient use of collections

• Gives you a workplace and study facilities at the institution

• Matches TNA applicants with relevant experts

This emphasis of access to both collections and expertise is unique, 
providing efficient access as well as networking opportunities

What does TNA provide?



Click here 
to change 

the text
TNA 

Scholar

• Direct and free access to collections

• Direct and free access to local expertise

• Efficient practical assistance:
• Workplace, local resources, help in navigating 

institutions, collections, and the city

• Increased visibility of publications resulting from 
a research visit through RESILIENCE and/or host 
communication channels

Benefits



Click here to add 
an image

Excellence and Hospitality
● Onsite Expertise

● Introduction to collection

● Introduction to local experts and peers

● Access to Facilities
● Preparation of materials

● Providing a workspace

● Network and Knowledge 
● Travel and accommodation information for your 

institution

● Local funding opportunities for applicants

TNA Host: What does this mean? 

TNA
Host



Click here 
to change 

the text

TNA Host: Benefits
● Visibility - Increase recognition and 

dissemination of your own collection

● Networking 
● Create and strengthen relations with other

RESILIENCE & TNA partners
● Hosting top-level researchers at your institution

● Data and Output - Benefit from research, 
data, and publications of TNA Scholars 

TNA
Host



Click here 
to change 

the text

Current 
Status 

• RESILIENCE’s coordinator FSCIRE (IT)
• KU Leuven (BE)
• Theological University of Apeldoorn (NL)
• University of Sarajevo (BIH)
• Volos Academy for Theological Studies (GR)
• Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität

Muenster (DE)
• Sofiiski Universitet Sveti Kliment Ohridski (BG)

Current TNA Hosts
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https://www.resilience-ri.eu/tna-host-fscire/
https://www.resilience-ri.eu/tna-host-ku-leuven/
https://www.resilience-ri.eu/tna-host-theological-university-of-apeldoorn/
https://www.resilience-ri.eu/tna-host-university-of-sarajevo/
https://www.resilience-ri.eu/tna-host-volos-academy-for-theological-studies/
https://www.resilience-ri.eu/tna-host-university-of-munster/
https://www.resilience-ri.eu/tna-host-sofia-university-st-kliment-ohridski/


Click here to add 
an image

For who?
• Scholars – research 

projects
• Experts in Religious 

Studies
• Curators of special 

collections and 
archives 

Pilot TNA Call – 2022-2023
Who applied?
17 scholars from Europe and from countries associated 
to H2020

When is the next call?
Applications are welcome from May 16th, 2023 12:00 
PM until July 1st 2023, 12:00 PM. Any applications 
after this deadline will not be considered.

https://ec.europa.eu/info/news/updates-association-third-countries-horizon-europe_en


Future
• Aim: open to non-RESILIENCE 

members next year (2023)
• We will open a call for TNA hosts, with

an online application procedure

• If you would like to remain informed, 
contact:
Lieneke.timpers@kuleuven.be

Future TNA Hosts
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Search 
Databases
The Future of ReIReSearch



• A FAIR data discovery platform giving access to diverse and distributed 
collections for Religious Studies

• A Google for Religious Studies data
• Search for data coming from multiple data platforms

• Developed in the framework of the ReIReS project (Horizon 2020)
• To be incorporated as a service within RESILIENCE
• Search database with meta-information only 
• Open for new collections 

ReIReSearch Currently



• Currently - Preparation phase
• Still: any collections added to the 

current versions will be included in 
the final version

• Requirements joining: shared 
datamodel

• Focus on Open Access

ReIReSearch: Future
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Click here 
to change 

the text
Data

• Digitised books, archival 
documents, heritage objects …

• Structured research notes, research 
bibliography, research databases …

• Research publications
• …
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Click here 
to change 

the text
FAIR

• Findable
• Accessible
• Interoperable
• Reusble
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Findable
• F1. (Meta)data are assigned a 

globally unique and persistent 
identifier

• F2. Data are described with rich 
metadata 

• F3. Metadata clearly and explicitly 
include the identifier of the data 
they describe

• F4. (Meta)data are registered or 
indexed in a searchable resource
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Accessible
• A1. (Meta)data are retrievable by 

their identifier using a 
standardised communications 
protocol

• A2. Metadata are accessible, even 
when the data are no longer 
available
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Interoperable
• I1. (Meta)data use a formal, 

accessible, shared, and broadly 
applicable language for knowledge 
representation

• I2. (Meta)data use vocabularies that 
follow FAIR principles

• I3. (Meta)data include qualified 
references to other (meta)data
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Reusable
• R1. (Meta)data are richly 

described with a plurality of 
accurate and relevant attributes

• R1.1. (Meta)data are released 
with a clear and data usage 
license

• R1.2. (Meta)data are associated 
with detailed provenance

• R1.3. (Meta)data meet domain-
relevant community standards
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How to use it?

• Go to https://reiresearch.eu/
• It’s free
• You don’t need to create an account to search
• If you want to save queries or save records to export them, you 

need an account (don’t worry, it’s also free)
• There is an instruction video and a help section available
• You may also contact the helpdesk reires.helpdesk@libis.be
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https://reiresearch.eu/
mailto:reires.helpdesk@libis.be


We need your help
As a USER
• Use it
• Tell your colleagues and friends 

about it
• Tell your library/archive about it
• Let us know how we can improve 

the platform via 
reires.helpdesk@libis.be
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As a DATA PROVIDER
• Share your metadata and a 

persistent link to the digital 
representations with us in a 
standard format

• Its free for open data collections 
that are of interested to our 
community

• Get in touch to know more about 
the details via 
reires.helpdesk@libis.be

mailto:reires.helpdesk@libis.be
mailto:reires.helpdesk@libis.be


How to Participate
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Preparational phase 2021-2026



• Remain informed: newsletters and 
social media 

• Participate in operating services: 
• TNA
• ReIReSearch

• Apply for a formal role within the 
RESILIENCE governance structure: 

Levels of Participation
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Personal: 1 and 2. Institutional: 2 and 3. 



Observers

Who: 

• Countries/government

• Intergovernmental organizations

• Academic institutions

Benefits:

May attend the General Assembly and other 
bodies and working unites, but with no voting 
rights.



Associate 
Parties

Who: other RI’s, commercial institutions, 
GLAM-institutions, national and 
international academic institutions or 
scientific communities, consortia of 
institutions

Benefits:

Participation in the working units

Observation status in RESILIENCE 
governance bodies

Agreements are tailor-made depending on the 
intensity of participation 
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TNA Host

Who: any theology/religious studies institution in 
Europe with relevant physical or virtual collections, 
as well as the resources to host scholars

Benefits:
Visibility collections 
Increasing academic network (other TNA hosts, 
top-level TNA Scholars, and more) 

Memorandum of understanding forthcoming
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Criteria

• Ability and willingness to contribute to RESILIENCE 
by providing expertise, services, resources and/or 
technology.

• Proven quality of data and services.

• Access provided to data and content is sustainable 
and in accordance with the principles of open science. 

Contact: Herman Selderhuijs, TUA

Benefits

• Shared expertise

• More efficient and better services 

• Common technology

• Better access to European funding.

• Easy & safe deposit of research data

• Increased visibility

• Training possibilities

• Stronger connection of data users and data providers

Participation:
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Discussion & Q&A
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RESILIENCE aims to be a user-oriented service: we use a bottom-up approach that starts with user needs and requirements to build the infrastructure, rather than assuming we are aware of all those needs. As we stated earlier, we would like to take this opportunity to hear from you: what kind of services and tools would be of use to you? To do so, one of our colleagues came up with a rather fun question: If neither money nor effort played role, what would you want your institution to look like in ten years? What would you want to be able to provide? What kind of tools would you need? 



Click here 
to change 

the text

If anything
goes…

Navigate to:  pollev.com/beth2022

Or

Text BETH2022 to +31 970 0449 
8375 to join the session, then they text 
a response.
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Explain that this is a brainstorm question: simply generate as many ideas and suggestions you can think of. Discuss results word cloud: anything surprising for us? Anything we didn’t come up with ourselves? Make sure to create a list/word cloud in case no one responds!! 

https://pollev.com/beth2022
https://www.polleverywhere.com/profile/edit
https://www.polleverywhere.com/profile/coverage_area


Some of our ideas include: 
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Book Heritage 
Labs 

Virtual 
Meeting 
Rooms 

Virtual 
Manuscript 

Rooms 

Digitization 
tools 

Open Access 
Journals 

ReIReSearch Long term 
data storage 

Data 
Management: 

tools & training
TNA

Multilingual 
data 

management 

Corpus 
Building tools Service Centre Service Market 

Place
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These are some of the ideas which users put forward during the pre-preparatory phase. Quick show of hands and/or discussion: which ones do you have already (to some degree). Service catalogue / market place Big differences? Anything major missed? 



Click here 
to change 

the text

pollev.com/
beth2022

These services are 
potentially feasible for 
development within the 
next five years. Which 
would you prioritize? 
(multiple answers 
possible)

Presenter-Notizen
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Question for Dries & Roxanne: which services? 

https://pollev.com/beth2022


pollev.com/
beth2022

I foresee a concrete use of RESILIENCE for my
institution:

• No, and I’m not interested
• No, but I’m willing to see what they come

up with
• Yes, only if they develop specific services 

we require
• Yes, I can already see some opportunities

for het next year

Feedback Question:
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https://pollev.com/beth2022


Click here to add 
an image

TNA (Scholar/Host) lieneke.timpers@kuleuven.be

Joining RESILIENCE as hjselderhuis@tua.nl
Observer or Associate
Partner  

ReIReSearch reires.helpdesk@libis.be

Let’s stay in touch

www.resilience-ri.eu
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Any other questions?

mailto:lieneke.timpers@kuleuven.be
mailto:hjselderhuis@tua.nl
mailto:reires.helpdesk@libis.be


Building 
Knowledge

Serving
Research
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